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DOMESTIC  CARDBOARD/ 

PAPER WASTE 

Online shoppingFood packaging

Plastic Bottles

At domestic level as well as college level we and our 

students  come across different types of waste from various 

products we use . Few of these products are as follows :

COLLEGE  CARDBOARD / PAPER WASTE 

Online shoppingFood packaging

Model remnantsWaste Sheets and papers  

Cardboard Rolls, Cartons, 

paper bags  etc.

Oil Cans



1. The waste products from home and college have a potential to be up 
cycled. Our students being from the creative background can come up 
with numerous ideas on up cycling these waste and putting it to some 
creative use through design idea competitions.

2. The College waste created by the students from Architecture College 
can be segregated and stored in a dedicated storage space in the 
BNCA institution.

3. The creative  ideas can be taught to the economically weaker section 

Social  Entrepreneurship Proposal 

3. The creative  ideas can be taught to the economically weaker section 
students        (  for eg. Students at Karve stree shikshan samstha campus) / 
rural communities etc.  through workshops or as a skill building activity for 
women in MKSSS campus / Rural communities.

4. The products  made from these workshops can be sold at different events 
such as winter bazaar ( @BNCA), outside Exhibitions etc.

5. Thus the waste can be responsibly  up cycled and reused creating an 
opportunity for Social Entrepreneurship as well . 
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I am sure many creative ideas from  
students of architecture can help 
create different best from waste 
items. 

Few of the ideas are shared in this 
and subsequent slides for giving 
example 

Planters from phenyl bottles

Planters from plastic bottles Furniture from Cardboard rolls



Eco friendly Diaries Book marks Booklets 
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Egg shell Succulent tray 

Planters from Plastic Cans 



“Ours Naturally”  to  “ Naturally Ours”

“Taking for granted “ to “Taking Responsibility”
A  shift  from 

THANK YOU
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